Skillsoft® Books EngineeringPro™
Multidisciplinary reference for science and engineering

Skillsoft Books EngineeringPro™ provides on-demand access to the unabridged
contents of thousands of in-depth books, references, monographs, handbooks
and textbooks covering a range of science, engineering and technology topics.
Organizations are placing greater demands on workers than ever before. Science
and technology professionals are expected to deliver products on time and on

“

My colleagues and I are
finding the Skillsoft Books
library a very useful resource

budget, as well as remain technically current, innovate and solve problems. In the

indeed. It gives us access to

face of increasing technological complexity, finding a solution that can support all

vital snippets of information

these needs is critical. EngineeringPro from Skillsoft Books helps make that happen.

and useful data we would

EngineeringPro offers thousands of high value, fully-searchable titles online. This

not otherwise have. Our

continuously growing collection provides information and answers that improve the

overall impression so far is:

productivity, upskilling and career development of scientists and engineers. Users

A First-Class research tool

“

can apply, browse and search every page of every book for trusted data, properties,
technologies, best practices and more. Titles are available 24x7 from any web-

and resource.

enabled device, so professionals can access information when they most need it.

Senior R&M Engineer at a
major aerospace/defense
manufacturer

A vital solution providing instant answers

L I V E TA B L E S ™ , A U N I Q U E P R O D U C T I V I T Y F E AT U R E
F O R TA B L E S

F E AT U R E S

LiveTables is a productivity feature embedded into most EngineeringPro titles. Since many texts

Download tables for

are packed with rich, useful tables, LiveTables enables professionals to save and download

personal data manipulation

any table for personal manipulation and use. LiveTables is compatible with the most common
spreadsheet applications used today.

New and current titles
added regularly from
well-respected publishers
Authoritative resources spanning
the spectrum of science and
engineering topics

Disciplines covered in the EngineeringPro™ collection include:

BENEFITS
Search for answers and solve

•• Aerospace
•• Automotive
•• Chemical
•• Civil
•• Computational Analysis Tools
and Mathematics

•• Electrical and Electronics
•• Engineering Soft Skills
•• Environmental
•• Industrial, Manufacturing
and Operations

•• Marine
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•• Materials
•• Mechanical
•• Nanotechnology
•• Mechanical
•• Nuclear
•• Optical
•• Petroleum, Oil and Gas
•• Sustainability
•• Systems
•• Telecommunications
•• And more

problems effectively

Upskill by studying new knowledge
and staying current

Raise productivity and time savings
through better access to resources

Perform research and innovate

